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STATUES OF GOHYAKU
RAKAN-JI
300 statues in a temple dedicated to 500
3-20-11 Shimomeguro, Meguro-ku (東京都目黒区下目黒 3-20-11)
10-minute walk from Fudomae station (不動前), Tokyu Meguro line
Open 9am–5pm daily

4

O

f the 500 or so statuettes created in the late 17th century by the
monk-sculptor Shouun Genkei,1 Gohyaku Rakan-ji (五百羅漢
寺 – Temple of 500 Rakan) still has exactly 305 of these wooden statues
of Buddhist disciples, including 287 seated.
The temple with its statues was originally sited in the old district
of Honjo at Ojima, in what is now Koto ward. Although the temple
experienced some high points during the shogunate, such as being depicted in the ukiyo-e of Utagawa and Hokusai, it also had some lows,
gradually falling into disuse in the Meiji era. It was moved here in late
1908 and almost abandoned until the
arrival of Okoi, the geisha who became
a nun (see below). The present buildings
date from the 1980s. The rakan statuettes
are displayed in the Rakando (羅漢堂)
and the Hondo. Inspired by the stone statuettes in Rakan-ji at Honyabakei in what
is now Oita prefecture, the monk Shouun
made his own rakan from the age of 44,
when he came to Edo. This collection of
his statuettes with their various poses and
expressions, all less than a metre high,
form an astonishing and too rarely visited
display.

Okoi

Okoi (お鯉), real name Ando Teruko (安藤照子), was born in
Yotsuya in 1880. At the age of 14 she joined the world of flowers and willows, becoming one of the geisha at Shinbashi kagai.
After a short failed marriage with a Kabuki actor, she returned to
Shinbashi. Renowned for her beauty and intelligence, Okoi developed links with leading politicians of the Meiji era. Yamagata
Aritomo (see p. 226) presented her to prime minister Katsura
Taro,2 who was impressed by her strong character, and she even
became his mistress. After some trouble with the law, in 1938 she
became a nun and priestess of Rakanji. She died in 1948. A statue
of Kannon dedicated to her stands in the temple next to the hondo.

松雲元慶, 1648–1710.
桂太郎, 1848–1913. Imperial army general in the Meiji Restoration, governor-general of Taiwan, three
times prime minister and holder of various ministerial posts in the early 20th century.
1
2
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SETAGAYA / SUGINAMI / NAKANO

BRONZE MONUMENT
TO GUNDAM
In tribute to RX-78
3-32-1 Kami-Igusa, Suginami-ku (東京都杉並区上井草 3-32-1)
Kami-Igusa station (上井草), Seibu-Shinjuku lin

1

O

f course the massive statue of Gundam RX-781 in Odaiba is a
great tourist attraction, but there’s another one for purists and
fans at Kami-Igusa. Erected in March 2008, the bronze monument dedicated to Gundam (standing 3 metres high) reigns over the southern exit
of the station, above a small container for fans to throw in their coins
as an offering.
The statue, entitled Daichi kara (大地から), a reference to Gundam
Rising, the first episode of the series Gundam daichi ni tatsu – ガンダ
ム大地に立つ – Mobile Suit Gundam), is simply raising its arm to
the skies.

Even the station bell has a Gundam theme

The Seibu-Shinjuku line enters Suginami ward from the west
and heads towards the little-used Kami-Igusa station, through
the downmarket suburbs of Chuo with their modest residential
neighbourhoods.
Kami-Igusa, however, has a certain reputation among fans of giant
robots. The Sunrise animation studio, Gundam’s creator, has its
main offices at 2-44-10 Kami-Igusa (not open to the public) in a
quiet building right in the centre of the shopping street south of
the station.
Apart from Sunrise, several other studios have opened since the
1970s in the area around the station, which is now trying to cash
in on this history as the sacred home of animation, to the point
that even the train departure bell has been replaced by the Gundam
theme tune.
The outline of the robot is everywhere, from flags in the street to
shop blinds.

1
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Giant robot from the cult science-fiction franchise Gundam.
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SETAGAYA / SUGINAMI / NAKANO

LA PORTA IZUMI NO MON
AND MIND WAA RESIDENCES

9

Two dreamlike works by Von Jour Caux
1-4-8 and 2-27-27 Izumi, Suginami-ku (東京都杉並区和泉 1-4-8 / 2-27-27)
5 and 10 minutes from Daitabashi station (代田橋), Keio line
Accessible 24/7, living space closed to non-residents

D

esigned in the late 20th century by Von Jour Caux, two neighbouring apartment blocks known as La Porta Izumi no Mon (at 1-4-8
Izumi) and Mind Waa (at 2-27-27 Izumi) are examples of this architect’s
eccentric style.
As with his other works, there’s not much restraint. Tile mosaics with
mixed patterns and colours abound among all manner of decorative
excrescences.
The façades of La Porta have some original sculptures, notably a large
body with feminine curves surrounded by stained glass at the main entrance, while a winged Pegasus seems to be taking off from the roof. A
statuette of a menacing-looking animal watches over the entrance to the
residence, and the windows let a colourful play of light into the lobby.
Access to the rest of the building is restricted to residents, but the outside is striking enough.
Mind Waa, a few
blocks away, is a little
less curvy and more angular. The façade is covered with multicoloured
carved square decorations
in relief. The few parts
visible to non-residents
are visually loaded. The
ground floor is home to a
convenience store, which
you can of course enter,
but the inside is completely bog-standard – a
moment’s rest before facing all the extravagances
of the façades again.

For more on Von Jour Caux and his various works in Tokyo, see
following double-page spread.
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SHIBUYA / SHINJUKU

NAITO-SHINJUKU DIORAMA
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At the western entrance to the city
22 San-ei-cho, Shinjuku-ku (東京都新宿区三栄 町 22) in Shinjuku
Historical Museum
5-minute walk from Yotsuya Sanchome station (四谷三丁目), Tokyo metro
Marunouchi line
Open 9.30am–5.30pm daily, closed on second and fourth Mondays of the
month – if a public holiday falls on a Monday the museum is open, but closed
the following day; closed December 29 to January 3 and occasionally in
December

A

lthough three of the four historic rest stops (see p. 155) on the
major routes from Edo, Itabashi (p. 154), Senju (p. 196) and Shinagawa (p. 61) have left a few traces in the city, the remains of Naito-Shinjuku (内藤新宿) are rarer.
The best way to gauge what the first shukuba on the Koshu-kaido
route was like during the Edo period (in fact, the western entrance to
the city at the time) is to visit Shinjuku Historical Museum. A very
effective diorama on permanent display gives a snapshot of shukuba activity in an area that roughly extended from the crossroads at Yotsuya
4-chome, the checkpoint of Yotsuya Okido shogunate (四谷大木戸),
to the crossroads of Shinjuku 3-chome, around today’s Shinjuku-dori.
Unlike the other main shukubas, the Naito-Shinjuku establishment
had some repercussions.
Historically, there were fewer travellers heading due west and back.
Following a route encroaching on the territory of a Naito clan residence,
the shukuba was first authorized in 1699, nearly a century after the creation of the shogunate (hence its name, Shinjuku, 新宿 – New Stop). It
was abolished twenty years later, as there was no longer much demand,
after sustaining two massive fires. Shinjuku was finally and definitively
launched in 1772 and went from strength to strength, gradually becoming one of the major economic centres of the city. The vast building sites
for the enlargement of Shinjuku-dori put an end to it.

NEARBY

Taiso-ji’s Enma statue

6

Taiso-ji (太宗寺) lies a little north of the historic heart of the shukuba
at 2-9-2 Shinjuku.
Within the temple grounds is a structure housing a very imposing 5-metre wooden statue of Enma, installed in 1814, known as the Enma of
Naito-Shinjuku.
This is one of the few relics from the days of the Koshu-kaido rest stop.
The body, however, dates from 1933. It was restored after serious damage during the Great Kanto Earthquake. Just beside Enma is a statue of
Datsue-ba with a frightening expression.
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SHIBUYA / SHINJUKU

GUNKAN HIGASHI-SHINJUKU
Building like a battleship
1-1-10 Okubo Shinjuku-ku (東京都新宿区大久保1-1-10)
5-minute walk from Higashi-Shinjuku station (東新宿), Tokyo metro
Fukutoshin line, Toei subway Oedo line
Public sometimes allowed inside

7

D

esigned in 1970 by Watanabe Yoji,1 the Gunkan Higashi-Shinjuku
building (GUNKAN 東新宿), formerly New Sky Building No. 3,
is a 20th-century Japanese architectural monument that was almost lost.
Virtually abandoned until the 2000s, this battleship of a building
was falling into ruin and under threat of demolition. A change of ownership and a top-to-bottom renovation saved the day and the building
was finally reopened in 2011.
Gunkan Higashi-Shinjuku is now given over to shared office space
and rented apartments. For those who have a good grasp of Japanese,
several sessions of Ajito of Scrap2 are held (or played) there most days.
The façade overlooking the thoroughfare of Shokuan-dori is very
narrow, so you can’t get an idea of the building in all its imposing grandeur. The ship, painted in blue-green, is more impressive seen from a
distance – when you approach from the east and the concourse of Higashi-Shinjuku station, for example.
Note that the inside of the building (not freely accessible), which is
particularly narrow, looks like the inside of a submarine because the layout admits very little natural light.

NEARBY

8

Toyama Heights, an ageing village in the Yamanote
hills

A few minutes’ walk from Gunkan Higashi-Shinjuku, the little-visited
danchi of Toyama Heights (戸山ハイツ) is the largest social-housing
complex run by Tokyo Metropolitan Government in the Yamanote
hills. Toyama Heights is directly affected by the country’s ageing phenomenon, as around half of the residents are over 65. Lonely deaths are
not uncommon.
The situation is such that the complex has been described as genkai-shuraku (beyond the pale) in the heart of Yamanote. Walking
around the various residential blocks is a reminder that Tokyo is not
only a city for the young.

渡邊洋治, 1923–1983. Enlisted in 1944 in the Philippines as an amphibious assault soldier, an experience
that would mark his architectural work, which is sometimes reminiscent of the metabolism movement.
2
Role play game increasingly popular since the late 2000s, in which various clues are left in a closed room to
allow participants to “escape”.
1
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SHIBUYA / SHINJUKU

RURIKOIN BYAKURENGEDO
A spectacular oasis of calm in the heart of Shinjuku
2-4-3 Yoyogi, Shibuya-ku (東京都渋谷区代々木 2-4-3)
5-minute walk from Shinjuku
Open 10am–6pm, closed Wednesday, guided tours at 11am and 2pm

11

I

n a narrow street just behind the Sunroute Plaza hotel, Rurikoin
Byakurengedo temple (瑠璃光院白蓮華堂) is a remarkable concrete
creation filled with the play of light and sound, all angles and curves.
This is the Tokyo branch of the Jodo Shinshu sect’s Komyo-ji.
The modern temple, opened in late September 2014, resembles a
lotus flower irregularly pierced with windows, and serves as an ossuary
among its other functions.
You can find peace in this exceptional place, away from the chaos
of one of the most frenetic areas of the city, and even of the world. The
interior of the temple, on six floors connected by lifts, combines elegance, simplicity and sophistication. One room features a reproduction
of a Horyu-ji fresco, destroyed by fire in 1949. Plans are underway to
expand the exhibition space.
From the main hall (本
堂 – hondo, which has a reproduction of a fresco of
China’s Mogao grotto) to the
vast adjoining multi-purpose
salon (空ノ間 – kuunoma,
with sound effects by Pierre
Mariétan),1 the temple is a series of architecturally perfect
spiritual spaces.
It was designed by Amorphe Takeyama & Associates architectural design
office around the concept of
“non-action” (無為 – mui)
and built by the Takenaka
corporation.

1
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1935 –. Swiss composer.
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EDOGAWA / KATSUSHIKA / ADACHI

JIZO STATUE ALL TRUSSED UP

9

String along to keep your partner or to ward off
burglars
Nanzoin temple
2-28-5 Higashi-Mizumoto, Katsushika-ku (東京都葛飾区東水元 2-28-5)
15 minutes from Kanamachi station (金町), JR Joban line; 3 minutes from
Shibarare-jizo bus stop (しばられ地 蔵); Keisei line 金 61 from Kanamachi
Open 9am–4pm daily

I

n Narihirasan Nanzoin temple (業平山南蔵院), not far from Mizumoto Park, a curious stone statue of Jizo stands 1 metre high.
As he’s completely trussed up in several layers of string, his face is
sometimes hidden. This Jizo dates from the early 18th century, and the
tradition is to attach a string to request a wish, then loosen it once the
wish has been granted.
Obviously, Jizo is believed to grant wishes where “attachment” is important: against theft, to hang onto someone and prevent them from
leaving, etc.
Pieces of string are
available in return for a
small donation on the
right side of the statue.
In addition to Jizo,
you’ll find an authentic
suikinkutsu at the rear
of the pleasant and
very well-maintained
temple gardens.
Nanzoin, originally
sited near the Skytree
tower, suffered significant damage in the
1923 earthquake. Jizo
and the temple had to
be moved here.
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Jizo: a major police inquiry of the Edo period

The trussed-up Jizo was at the heart of a major police affair in the
early 18th century.
The story goes that a cloth merchant slumbering on a summer’s day
in the grounds of the Jizo temple had his produce stolen while he
slept. Edo magistrate Oooka Tadasuke, investigating the case (see
p. 43), ordered Jizo’s arrest as he’d failed in his duty to watch over
the temple enclosure.
Curious onlookers gathered in the administrative offices and the
magistrate, changing his tone, imposed a fine on them all, payable
in cloth, for entering the enclosure without permission. When he
and the merchant compared the pieces of cloth they were given, the
magistrate was able to break up the ring of thieves. Jizo was released
and thanks were given for his help with the investigation.

Koaidame, a territorial dispute between Saitama
and Tokyo?

Scarcely 200 metres north of Nanzoin, the Koaidame reservoir in
Mizumoto Park (Tokyo’s largest park, as so often forgotten) was the
origin of a minor dispute between Saitama and Tokyo.
According to Katsushika ward, as the reservoir forms part of the
park, the border with the town of Misato in Saitama prefecture
is therefore on the Misato bank of the river and the reservoir as a
whole is in Tokyo.
For Misato, the reservoir (even if artificial) should be treated like a
river, and the border between Tokyo and Saitama is in the middle
of Koaidame.
To date, no important oil field has been found under the reservoir, and the fish stocks probably consist of some river and shellfish
that don’t demand high-level negotiations, so the dispute probably won’t escalate. At the eastern end of the park and reservoir,
you’ll find a fun permanent exhibition of goldfish promoted by
Katsushika: the collection has around a thousand multicoloured
fish of various species in about forty outdoor basins.
The border between Saitama and Tokyo passes through the exhibition and technically only some of the basins are in Tokyo (on that,
everyone agrees).
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